The Friendship
Journey
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The Friendship Initiative will be changing its name to The
Friendship Journey. Many people really like this new name
and think it is very nice to say! The word “initiative” means
to start something before others do. The word “journey”
means a passage to growth and development. Because we
like the name “journey” and think it does a better job of
telling people about our organization, we changed the
name!
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Sometimes, others may decide to change their names or
go by nicknames. Like, when the baseball team, the Florida
Marlins became the Miami Marlins or when someone gets
married and gets a new last name!
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The Friendship Initiative was the name of an organization
that held programs for people with different abilities,
interests and hobbies. We had Fit Friends, Rock Dreams,
Reading With Friends, Zen Friends Yoga and Photo Friends.
It was so much fun!
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Some of the names of the programs will change. We are
changing the names so that way they sound more similar
and are easier for people to remember. So, Art Works will
become Art Friends. Reading With Friends is now Reading
Friends. Zen Friends Yoga is now Yoga Friends. Rock
Dreams is now Rock Friends. Fit Friends & Photo Friends
will still have the same names. We will be starting a new
program called “Dance Party Friends” soon! We might
start other new programs one day too! J
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Even though some of the names will change, we will go to
many of the same places and will see many of the same
people. We will also go to some new places and meet
some new people. It’s awesome to hang out with old
friends and go to places we’ve been before. It’s also fun to
make new friends and go to new places.
Remember, every “old” friend was once a “new” friend!
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We will be getting new T-Shirts with the name “The
Friendship Journey” and a new logo on them.
The new T-Shirts will look different than the old T-shirts.
It will be fun to wear a nice, new shirt! We can still keep
our old, yellow shirts that say, “The Friendship Initiative”
but we should wear our new T-shirts to the programs once
we get them.
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If I ever have any questions about the changes, I can
always ask an adult or a friend with The Friendship
Journey. Also, all of the information will be on the new
website and on Facebook. It’s okay if it takes some time to
get used to the new name and it’s okay if we have
different feelings about it. Sometimes, it takes time to
adjust to change! We can always tell our friends & families
about our feelings.
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We love our friends at the Friendship Journey and can’t
wait to do more fun things together!
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